SYSTEMS AND ST YLE OF PL AY:
DECIDING WHAT, WHEN, AND HOW YOUR
TEAM WILL PL AY

Mathes Mennell Head Coach, Men’s Soccer University of North Carolina Asheville

Are you ready to ask Questions?
•

•
•
•
•
•

How do you want to play?
• Why?
Who is on your team?
What is your current roster good at?
Where are the gaps in your group?
How flexible are you?
How flexible is your group?
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System? What system?

DEFENSIVE COMPACTNESS: DENY SPACE

DEFENSIVE COMPACTNESS: DENY SPACE

Date: Mar 29, 2018

Date: Mar 29, 2018

Intensity:

(6/10)

Duration: 90 mins

Team: UNC Asheville MSOC

Intensity:

Category: Tech / Tact

(6/10)

Duration: 90 mins

Setup: 8-10 cones for dynamic warmup; Technical: 10 cones; 20 x 20 space;
15 minutes duration for Warm-up/5 minutes for technical passing
Instructions: Standard Bulldog Warm-up then Technical Section with 2-3
Balls Passing Routine
Coaching Points: Passing Directions:
1. L/R
2. R/L
3. 2 R
4. 2 L
5. Free Pass

1

2

! 20 mins

! 3 x 5 mins

" 20 x 20

" As Shown

Setup: Goalkeeper, Back-3 + 3 Central vs 8. Yellow (T) is a Target players
for Defensive team.
Instructions: DEFENSIVE ORGANISATION: CENTRAL COMPACTNESS - Play
starts with a pass from the Coach to any of the Attacking players (Black).
Emphasis is on the Defensive unit (8 players + GK) denying penetration
through central areas. Movements of the two Defensive Midﬁeld players
are coached to deny penetrating passes to Striker / Wingers moving
between their lines. If Defensive team wins possession they win 1 point by
passing to the Target player (T). At this stage - Fullbacks cannot attack /
move in advance of wingers in wide areas. **Rotate Back-3 / Midﬁelders
after each 3-4 repetitions to avoid overload / fatigue for Defending group.
Progressions: (1) Add Wide Midﬁeld players for Defending team / Add
Central Defenders for Attacking team / Allow Fullbacks to attack.
Coaching Points: Defensive Compactness - Deny central areas. When /
where / how to press in various areas. If opponent Wingers go wide don't
automatically follow - stay compact centrally - then go to press. Wide
Midﬁelders to support Fullbacks: when / where?

Setup: An 11v9 is organised as shown. Playing area utilised to replicate
defending in a mid to low Block. Buildup team consists of Fullbacks +
Central Midﬁeld.L + R Midﬁeld + 1 Striker.
Instructions: TACTICAL WARMUP - DEFENDING IN A COMPACT BLOCK:
Play starts with Coach (C) each time with a pass to GK (A): Goalkeeper (A)
must initiate the buildup with a pass to either Central Defender. Buildup
team must circulate the ball with 2-touch play to allow the defensive team
to shift.
Defensive team (Red) must stay organised and compact to deny
penetration. Coaching stoppages to correct positioning.
Coaching Points: Stay compact as starting point. Team must shift as a unit
- close all passing lanes. Deny all vertical passes. Vertical distance between
Back-3 and Midﬁeld line - 10-15m maximum.
Immediately apply pressure on ball if any penetration is attempted.

3

! 3 x 5 min

" As Shown

Team: UNC Asheville MSOC

Category: Tech / Tact

4

! 3 x 5 mins

" As Shown

5

! 15 mins

" As Shown

Setup: An 11v9 is organised as shown. Playing area utilised to replicate
defending in a mid to low Block. Buildup team consists of Fullbacks +
Central Midﬁeld.L + R Midﬁeld + 1 Striker.
Instructions: TACTICAL WARMUP - DEFENDING IN A COMPACT BLOCK
(Midﬁeld Area):
Goalkeeper (A) has now moved deeper into box; Central Defenders have
dropped to allow opponent to defend from the midﬁeld area. Play starts
with Coach (C) each time with a pass to GK (A): Goalkeeper (A) must initiate
the buildup with a pass to either Central Defender. Buildup team must
circulate the ball with 2-touch play to allow the defensive team to shift.
Defensive team (Red) must stay organised and compact to deny
penetration. Strikers must now co-ordinate to press / steer the opponent.
Coaching stoppages to correct positioning.
Time 6-8min. Phase 2: In Diagram - Midﬁeld defensive block. 1x6-8min.
TOTAL = 2x6-8min.
Coaching Points: Stay compact as starting point. Team must shift as a unit
- close all passing lanes. Deny all vertical passes. Vertical distance between
Back-3 and Midﬁeld line - 10-15m maximum. Immediately apply pressure
on ball if any penetration is attempted. Goalkeepers continually
Setup: 11 v 11; 3-5-2 vs 4-3-3
Instructions: T1: BM, DB19, DD, JL, IV, BK, KA, CD, EW, LD
T2: EL, CP, JP, LM, ML, FM, BO, RL ,Bash, TD
Coaching Points: 30 minute game; normal rules apply
3-5-2 MUST build from the back

1

Building Out Of The Back Part I and II

Building Out Of The Back Part I and II

Date: Jun 22, 2017

Date: Jun 22, 2017

! 15 min

Duration: 95 min

" Def 1/3

Team: SoccerSpeciﬁc

Setup: Phase 1 - Building through the back four (2,3,4,5) and the holding
midﬁelder (6) without an opposition. Diagram shows a goal kick, GK plays
short to the right central defender (4) who has pulled away from the
mannequin, the #4 plays it back to the GK, GK plays a central ball to the
holding midﬁelder (6) who has checked away from the mannequin at an
angle, the #6 plays out of pressure to the left defender (3), the #3 ﬁnishes
the buildup by playing the ball back to the coach. Continue phase 1 with
additional patterns for 15-20 minutes.
Instructions: Create as many game related scenarios for the GK to
advance the ball out of the back. Diﬀerent scenarios could include: goal
kicks, the coach driving a ball into the box and GK builds from there, or #2
or 3 serves a cross into the box and GK builds from there. Must connect at
least ﬁve passes before the ball is circulated back to the coach.
Coaching Points: Recognizing the most appropriate option with the least
amount of risk, choosing the correct method and technique of the
distribution. Realistic ball movement, speed of play, speed of thought.

Duration: 95 min

Setup: Phase 4 - 4V2 inside the 30X30 yard box shown in red. Both outside
backs, #2 and #3 are waiting on the sides of the grid to join the attack as
shown. 6V3 in the ﬁnal third attacking at pace to goal (2,neutral,10,7,9,and
11 versus the two central defenders and GK)
Instructions: 4V2 inside the 30X30 yard grid, once they have connected
ﬁve passes they must play to either the #2 or #3. The outside back must
play a penetrating ball into the #9 to initiate the attack in the ﬁnal third.
The outside back, neutral player and the #10 join the three forwards
making it a 6V3 to goal. No restrictions in the ﬁnal third, play continues
until a goal is scored, ball goes out of bounds or GK gains possession.
Coaching Points: Maintaining good possession in the midﬁeld. Advancing
the ball from the midﬁeld third to the ﬁnal third. Create numbers up
situations by encouraging the midﬁelders and outside back to get forward.
Ball circulation, combination play to goal, timing of runs in the box, and
quality ﬁnishing.

4

! 15 min

" Att 1/2
Setup: Phase 5 - 4V2 inside the 30X30 yard box shown in red. Both outside
backs, #2 and #3 are waiting on the sides of the grid to join the attack as
shown. 6V6 in the ﬁnal third attacking at pace to goal (2,neutral,10,7,9,and
11 versus the back four, #6 holding midﬁelder and GK)
Instructions: 4V2 inside the 30X30 yard grid, once they have connected
ﬁve passes they must play to either the #2 or #3. The outside back must
play a penetrating ball into the #9 to initiate the attack in the ﬁnal third.
The outside back, neutral player and the #10 join the three forwards
making it a 6V6 to goal. No restrictions in the ﬁnal third, play continues
until a goal is scored, ball goes out of bounds or GK gains possession.
Coaching Points: All previous coaching points plus focusing on how to
create chances on goal in an even numbers situation to goal (6V5
defenders plus a GK) precise movements on and oﬀ the ball, creating 2v1 in
wide areas, losing defenders inside the box, aggressive runs in the box.

Setup: Phase 2 - 6V3 in defensive third- Building through the (2,3,5,6), the
central midﬁelder (8) and attacking midﬁelder (10). The forwards (9) try
and stretch the ﬁeld by running into space.
Instructions: Diagram shows the coach driving a ball into the GK's hands,
the GK plays short to the 2/3 who gives it back, the GK then switches the
point of attack to the number 2/3 who ﬁnds the holding midﬁelder. The
number 6 receives the ball on the half turn and plays wide to the number
11/7 who connects with a penetrating number 8. Must connect at least ﬁve
passes in the defensive third before you can advance the ball to the
number 8 or 10. Continue diﬀerent scenarios for 15 minutes.
Coaching Points: Breaking the oppponent's ﬁrst line of pressure, switching
the point of attack, good starting positions, reading how and where the
three attackers are pressing.
GK can also play into 7/11 if 2/3 are marked out of consideration.

2

! 15 min

5

" Def 1/2

! 15 min

" Att 1/2

Setup: Phase 3 - 9V5 (6V3 in defensive third and 4V2 in the midﬁeld third)
Instructions: Diagram shows the GK playing short to the #5 who is under
pressure and plays it back one touch. GK changes the point of attack with a
long driven ball to #2. The #2 lays it back to the #4 who breaks the line of
pressure with a penetrating ball to the #6 on the ﬁfth pass. #6 turns and
follows his pass into the midﬁeld zone. #10 lays back to #6, out to the #8
who ﬁnds the neutral player and then back to the coach on the ﬁfth pass.
Must connect ﬁve passes in the defensive third and then ﬁve passes in the
midﬁeld third before ﬁnding the coach. Continue diﬀerent scenarios for 1520 minutes.
Coaching Points: All previous coaching points plus ﬁnding the right
opportunity to play into the midﬁeld, midﬁelders must open up the space
and make the two defenders work defensively. Establish a strong buildup
and relationship between the defenders and midﬁelders.

3

! 15 min

" Def 1/2

Team: SoccerSpeciﬁc

6

! 20 min

" Full Field

Setup: Final phase - 11V11+1 zonal play, middle zone is 30X30 yards
square. 21 ﬁeld players plus 2 GKs. 2X10 minutes.
Instructions: Defensive zone is a 6V3 (GK,2,3,4,5 and the 6): Must connect
ﬁve passes before advancing the ball to the midﬁeld zone. Midﬁeld zone is
4V2 (6,8,10 and the Neutral player): The holding midﬁelder #6 joins the
area making it a 4V2, ﬁve passes must be connected before playing either
the 2 or 3 into space who eventually plays into the attacking third. The
attacking third is a 6V6 (2 or 3,8,10,7,9,11) to goal: Once the outside back (2
or 3) has penetrated forward in possession, an entry ball is played into one
of the three attackers' feet while the 10 and neutral player join the attack
making it a 6V6 to goal. No touch restrictions in the ﬁnal third. If a goal is
scored or the ball goes out of play, a new ball is started with the opposing
team's GK building out the other direction.
Coaching Points: Building out of the back, maintaining possession in the
midﬁeld, creating numbers up scenarios in the ﬁnal third, creating chances
on goal. Player spacing in all zones, good starting positions, accurate
passing, recognizing appropriately when to build and when to penetrate.

UNC Asheville MSOC Screening Defenders

UNC Asheville MSOC Screening Defenders

Date: Feb 16, 2018

Date: Feb 16, 2018

Intensity:

(6/10)

Duration: 90 Min

Team: UNC Asheville MSOC

Intensity:

Category: Tech / Tact

(6/10)

Duration: 90 Min

Setup: 8-10 cones for dynamic warmup; Technical: 10 cones; 20 x 20 space;
15 minutes duration for Warm-up/5 minutes for technical passing
Instructions: Standard Bulldog Warm-up then Technical Section with 2-3
Balls Passing Routine
Coaching Points: Passing Directions:
1. L/R
2. R/L
3. 2 R
4. 2 L
5. Free Pass

1

! 15 mins

4

" 35 x 7

! 8X2 Min

" 20X30

5

! 8 mins (4x2 min)
" 45 x 30

! 3X5 Min

" Half Field
Setup: 11V11 full ﬁeld. The red team's shape illustrates once the opponent
has penetrated the midﬁeld line. Yellow team should be in a 4-3-3 for one
period and 4-4-2 in the second
Instructions: Normal soccer rules apply. The two green lines represent the
visual cue for the two holding midﬁelders and back 3/5 to drop and
condense the central area of the ﬁeld. Wide players have to choose to join
with the central 3 or slide to a winger. 2X10 min.
Coaching Points: All previous coaching points. Concentrate on the the
tactical recognition of the defending team of when to step to the ball and
when to drop oﬀ and defend. Focus on one team in a 4-2-3-1 and organize
their opponent in a 4-4-2 diamond or 3-5-2.

Setup: 4V2 directional rondo with a screening defender. 12X12 yard grids, 2
groups of 8-10 ﬁeld players, 2 identical set ups as shown. A coach at each
end with plenty of balls dictating the pace of the activity and the point of
entry.
Instructions: The objective of the team in possession is to connect a
minimum of three passes and then play a penetrating ball to their
teammate and target in a ready position inside the other grid. The
screening defender must move laterally along the the middle grid line and
cut oﬀ any penetrating ball and passing lanes to the opponents target
player. If either defender wins the ball or the ball goes out of play, a new
ball is initiated by the coach. 90 sec rounds and then change the personnel.
You can mix and match players from the neighboring grids if necessary.

3

! 8X90 secs

" 10X10

Setup: 7V7 directional possession game. 5V3 in the middle of the playing
area with two targets and four screening defenders as shown highlighted in
yellow. 20X30 yard playing area.
Instructions: The coach plays a ball into the playing area and the objective
of the red team is to ﬁnd either of their target players with a penetrating
pass. The target can combine back into the area to continue to keep
possession and hopefully ﬁnd the other target. The three primary
defenders try and win possession in the middle or at least make the play
predictable for the four screening defenders. The screening defender must
work within their channels to cut oﬀ and deny any passing lanes or
penetrating balls. Within their defensive shape the yellow team can try and
maintain possession for as long as possible. If the ball goes out of play a
new ball is played in by the coach. The screening defenders must stay in
their channels and on their half of the ﬁeld.
Coaching Points: All previous coaching points. Focus on developing a
working relationship between the two screening defenders on each side of
the ﬁeld. These two players could represent the two holding midﬁelders in
a 4-2-3-1 formation.
Setup: 8V8 (8V7+GK) functional to goal with two counter goals. 15 ﬁeld
players plus GK as shown. Red team is playing out of a 4-2-3-1 without their
center forward or wide attackers (4-2-1). The yellow team is playing a 4-4-2
diamond without their two central defenders shown. Forwards are stacked
and outside backs are in an advanced attacking position.
Instructions: The coach plays a ball into the yellow attacking team. Their
objective is to pierce the shadowed box with a penetrating ball before they
can combine and go to goal. The red team must focus on screening the
box as well as defending their goal. If the red team wins possession they
can counter and score on either small goal.
Coaching Points: Against a diamond midﬁeld the red team will be
overloaded at times in the central area of the ﬁeld, especially the two
holding midﬁelders highlighted in yellow. Focus on the working relationship
of the back four and two screening defenders. Passing players on,
communication from behind, stepping to the ball etc.

Setup: Simple yet eﬀective way to work on technical aspect of possession
with emphasis on angled passing.
8 cones; 4 balls; 8-14 players
Instructions: Play in the following touch restrictions: Left to Right, Right to
Left, 2 Right, 2 Left
Coaching Points: Play in both directions
Players need to weight pass correctly
Proper distance/direction of 1st touch to avoid pressure

2

Team: UNC Asheville MSOC

Category: Tech / Tact

6

! 2X10 Min

" Full Field

SYSTEMS AND ST YLE OF PL AY:
DECIDING WHAT, WHEN, AND HOW YOUR
TEAM WILL PL AY

Mathes Mennell Head Coach, Men’s Soccer University of North Carolina Asheville

